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The Run 2 dataset
Superb dataset with 139 fb-1 good for physics 
at the highest centre of mass energy up to now 
(in addition data with heavy ions ( PbPb, pPb, 
XeXe,) high β*, low pile-up)

94% data taking efficiency of which 95% are 
good for physics

Total luminosity known with a precision of 
1.7%

Already 57 public results with full Run 2, 
among which 36 are papers

Will show only full Run 2 results in this talk
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Detector performance
Reconstruction of physics objects (e, μ, τ, jets…) precisely 
known from careful data-driven calibrations (e.g. per-mille 
level for lepton efficiencies)

Several improvements during the last year using machine 
learning techniques (e.g. b-tagging, τ-identification…)

Push towards lower energies for e, μ, b to search for 
scenarios with small mass splitting

Further improvements in efficiency                                          
and precision still to come

tau-ID with RNN

b-tagging using DNN
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Properties of the Higgs boson
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Higgs boson properties with H→ZZ* 
H→ZZ*→4l decays analysed in terms of (double) differential cross section, simplified 
template cross sections (STXS) and mass

All measurements agree well with SM prediction, total cross section with 10% precision

Data have been fitted with EFT parameters modifying the H couplings to gauge bosons, 
quarks and gluons arXiv:2004.03969

arXiv:2004.03447

arXiv:2004.03447

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HIGG-2018-29/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HIGG-2018-28/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HIGG-2018-28/
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Measurement of the Higgs boson mass

The Higgs boson mass has been measured 
in the H→ZZ*→4l channel

The measurement is statistics dominated and 
the systematics is almost exclusively from the 
muon momentum scale

The mass has been measured to be:

ATLAS-CONF-2020-005

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2020-005/
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H →bb
Two analyses: resolved for 
low and medium pT(H) and 
boosted for high pT(H) 
(analyses not yet orthogonal)

Resolved analysis 
establishes ZH with  5.3 
(exp: 5.1) σ and WH with 
4.0 (exp: 4.1) σ

Total and differential cross 
sections agree well with 
NNLO prediction, also at 
high pT where new physics 
effects should show up

ATLAS-CONF-2020-006 ATLAS-CONF-2020-007

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2020-006/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2020-007/
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Candidate for a boosted WH(→bb) event
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H →Zγ is a loop decay sensitive to new 
physics different from H→γγ

The SM branching ratio is very small (5.7*10-6 
for H→Zγ→llγ) but Z→ll gives a clean signal

The data have been analysed in six 
categories to enhance the significance

The cross section, normalised to the SM 
prediction is found to be

This can be interpreted as a 2.2σ “evidence” 
or σ/σSM < 3.6 (95% C.L.) corresponding to 
BR(H→Zγ) < 0.55%

H →Zγ
 arXiv:2005.05382

weight = ln(1+S/B), 
S/B = signal to background ratio within the 
mass peak in the category of the event

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HIGG-2018-42/
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ttH with H →γγ
The ttγγ final state has been re-analysed in terms of 
the Higgs CP-structure

In a first stage ttH and tH events are identified with a 
BDT

In a second stage the CP properties are examined 
with a second BDT using CP sensitive variables 

The analysis establishes ttH production with 5.2σ 
and excludes a CP mixing angle α>45° leaving κt 
free, excluding a fully CP-odd Higgs (α=90°) with 
3.9σ

arXiv:2004.04545

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HIGG-2019-01/
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Search for invisible Higgs decays
ATLAS-CONF-2020-008In the VBF channel the invisible Higgs boson 

decays can be tagged selecting 2 forward 
jets and missing transverse momentum

In the SM the H→inv. decay is very small 
(H→ZZ*→4ν)

However there is a large background from 
Z→νν decays and W→lν with a lost lepton

Both backgrounds can be measured in 2l 
and 1l control regions allowing a statistics 
limited measurement

This results in a limit Br(H→inv.)<13% 
(obs.&exp.) (best limit at present)

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2020-008/
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Search for invisible Higgs decays
ATLAS-CONF-2020-008In the VBF channel the invisible Higgs boson 

decays can be tagged selecting 2 forward 
jets and missing transverse momentum

In the SM the H→inv. decay is very small 
(H→ZZ*→4ν)

However there is a large background from 
Z→νν decays and W→lν with a lost lepton

Both backgrounds can be measured in 2l 
and 1l control regions allowing a statistics 
limited measurement

This results in a limit Br(H→inv.)<13% 
(obs.&exp.) (best limit at present)

If the Higgs boson is assumed to decay into 
DM this sets also strong constraints on the 
WIMP-nucleon cross section, covering the 
low mWIMP region

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2020-008/
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Standard Model Measurements
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Evidence for 4-top production

4-top production has been searched for in the 2 same-
sign and the 3 lepton channel

The SM prediction for this process is 12 fb ±20% (NLO)

Events are classified in a BDT using additional 
information on jet multiplicity, b-jet multiplicity, angle 
between leptons and visible energy

Main backgrounds are constrained in special control 
regions and extracted in a common fit with the signal

ttW higher than expected (60±30)% consistent with 
other ATLAS multi-lepton+(b-)jets measurements 

4-top signal is measured to be

This corresponds to an evidence of 4.3 (exp: 2.4) σ 

ATLAS-CONF-2020-013

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2020-013
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Lepton-flavour violation in W decays
The ratio Br(W→τν)/Br(W→μν) was 2.7σ high at LEP

tt-events are a rich source of W-pair production

With one W decaying leptonically (trigger!) and 2 b-
tags the second W can be tagged cleanly and 
unbiased

If the second W decays into a muon and neutrino(s) 
the muon impact parameter distribution and the pT 
distribution can be used to measure the rate of 
prompt muons and muons from τ-decays allowing to 
extract the ratio Br(W→τν)/Br(W→μν)

The impact parameter resolution was carefully 
calibrated using Z→μμ

The ATLAS measurement is about a factor 2 more 
precise than LEP (combined) and consistent with 1 
(0.992±0.013)

ATLAS-CONF-2020-014

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2020-014/
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Measurement of electroweak jjZ production
Electroweak jjZ production is sensitive to triple gauge 
couplings

It is characterised by a high-mass high-Δy di-jet system

It can be further separated from strong production by a 
veto on central jets and requiring the Z to be central 
w.r.t. the di-jet system

This allows to construct QCD control regions

The EW component can then be extracted from data

The differential cross section of EW jjZ production    
has been measured  for several variables and 
compared to MC generators

CERN-EP-2020-045
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EFT fits from jjZ production
These cross sections can be used to fit EFT 
parameters that modify triple gauge couplings

Especially ΔΦjj is sensitive to the interference 

with the SM (∝1/Λ2)

This observable was used for the fits

CERN-EP-2020-045

∝1/Λ2 ∝1/Λ4
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Light-by-light scattering 
Observed with 8.2 σ 
using 2018 PbPb data

PRL 123 (2019)  052001

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HION-2018-19/
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Light-by-light scattering
New measurement of differential cross sections for 
γγ→γγ using the full Run 2 PbPb dataset 

PbPb collisions at large impact parameter effectively 
act as a photon collider

Light-by-light scattering appears only at loop level in 
QED

The results are in reasonable agreement with a LO-
MC prediction

They have also been used to set world best limits for 
medium mass axion like particles

ATLAS-CONF-2020-010

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2020-010
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Heavy ion results
Suppression for several 
probes in PbPb collisions  
compared to pp have been 
published

In general there is a broad 
consistency between 
strongly interacting probes

On the contrary W and Z 
bosons are produced 
unsuppressed
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Searches for new particles
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Searches for new resonances
arXiv:1808.07858

New gauge bosons have been searched for with decays into tt (fully 
hadronic), VV (semi-leptonic) and VH (fully hadronic)

These searches do not only profit from the full Run 2 luminosity but 
also from much improved tagging algorithms

In all cases the background is derived from data and a resonance is 
searched for in the mass spectrum

V’ mass limits of typically 3-5 TeV have been derived depending on 
the model (much weaker for VBF modes)

arXiv:2004.14636arXiv:2005.05138

VH VV

tt

Analysis Best limit
(95% c.l.)

tt 4.7 TeV

VV 4.3 TeV

VH 3.2 TeV

CERN-EP-2020-073

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/JETM-2018-03/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HDBS-2018-10/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/EXOT-2018-48/
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Candidate high-pT tt-event
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Searches for 
Supersymmetry

ATLAS released already 15 results 
with full dataset

For this conference we have 4 more 
results

Search for charginos/neutralinos 
with 3 leptons

Search for top-squarks in 
cascades with a Higgs or a Z

Search for top-squarks in RPV 
scenarios

Search for charginos and 
neutralinos in RPV scenarios

Chargino/neutralino search with 3l

top-squarks in cascades with H,Z CERN-EP-2020-074

ATLAS-CONF-2020-015

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2020-015/
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If R-parity is violated events can be fully reconstructed

For top-squarks this can lead to events with many jets 
including many b-jets

Charginos and neutralinos may be seen in 3-l resonances

Both topologies have been searched for, no excess was 
found

Search for SUSY in RPV 
scenarios

multi b-jet search

3l-resonance search ATLAS-CONF-2020-009

ATLAS-CONF-2020-016

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2020-009/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2020-016/
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ATLAS perspectives
LHC at present in shutdown (LS2), ATLAS is implementing important upgrades for 
Run 3 and in view of the HL-LHC

Main theme of present upgrades is refining the trigger selection:

LAr upgrade for finer granularity in L1 trigger

New forward muon chambers (New Small Wheel, NSW) for better muon pointing

New feature extractors in L1 trigger to allow a more sophisticated selection of 
event topologies

Before COVID-19 crisis:

Upgrades on LAr and Trigger/data acquisition well on track;

NSW had accumulated delays, however, installation in LS2 (NSW-A) and in an 
extended shutdown (NSW-C) seemed possible

Now re-accessing the situation and readiness depends on CERN LS2 schedule

In parallel lots of work going on in software (multi-threaded reconstruction and 
trigger, new data model to save disk space...)
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Conclusions
ATLAS was running successfully in Run 2 and our dataset is already well 
understood

Fast turn-around to produce new results

Many results in searches and measurements have been made public already

Several recent analyses have been shown here

properties of the Higgs boson including its CP structure

evidence for the production of 4 top quarks

lepton flavour universality

...

ATLAS is working hard to prepare Run 3 (upgrades, software…) and we look 
forward to an increased sensitivity for multiple important analyses (parameter 
measurements, searches, rare decays, ..) 
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